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Abstract
We formulate the canonical structure of Yang–Mills theory in terms of Poisson brackets
of gauge invariant observables analogous to Wilson loops. This algebra is non–trivial and
tractable in a light–cone formulation. For U(N) gauge theories the result is a Lie algebra
while for SU(N) gauge theories it is a quadratic algebra. We also study the identities
satsfied by the gauge invariant observables. We suggest that the phase space of a Yang–
Mills theory is a co–adjoint orbit of our Poisson algebra; some partial results in this
direction are obtained.
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1. Introduction
A central problem in present day particle physics is to find a formulation of Yang–Mills
theories in terms of manifestly gauge invariant variables. This problem was tackled first by
Mandelstam [1]. It is even more important to solve this problem now since there is strong
experimental evidence that in an unbroken gauge theory ( Quantum ChromoDynamics,
QCD) all observable states ( hadrons) are gauge invariant. Thus a theory of hadrons would
be such a reformulation of QCD in terms of gauge invariant variables. This problem has
been solved in two dimensions, for pure gauge theory, [2] for gauge theory coupled to
non–relativistic matter [3], [4], and coupled to Dirac fermions [5], [6], [7] ( For related
work, see [8], [9].) In all these cases it was possible to cast the canonical formalism of
the theory in manisfestly gauge invariant form by an appropriate choice of variables.
Often the resulting phase space has little resemblance to the original one. In the case
of two dimensional QCD, the phase space of the gauge invariant formalism is a Grassman-
nian. The dynamical variable is a function of two points of space–time ( which lie on a
null line), M(x, y) .This variable must satisfy a quadratic constraint. ( The set of such
‘matrices’ satisfying this quadratic constraint is a coset space of the Unitary group, the
Grassmannian.) The Poisson brackets of this variable follow from the natural symplectic
structure of the Grassmannian. The hamiltonian is a quadratic function ofM(x, y). These
results were originally derived by rewriting the large Nc limit of two dimensional QCD as
a classical dynamical system [5]. In two dimensional QCD, M(x, y) has the meaning of a
quark bilinear. The theory of the variable M(x, y) is thus a theory of hadrons: mesons are
the small oscilations around the vacuum and baryons are the solitons [6]. It was even pos-
sible to reverse the whole argument and derive two dimensional QCD as the quantization
of the hadron theory. A similar formulation of QCD of systems with spherical symmetry
has also been possible [10].
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A similar hadron theory in four dimensions is not yet possible. In this paper we
take some steps in that direction: in some sense the ‘kinematical’ part of the problem is
solved. The idea was outlined earlier in ref. [5]. Following the strategy that worked in
two dimensional QCD, we first find the canonical commutation relations of a set of gauge
invariant variables. The natural choice for gauge invariant variables are the Wilson loops,
the trace of the parallel transport operators around closed loops.( There is a large amount
of work on the loop formulation of gauge theories. A partial list is Ref. [1], [11], [12], [13],
[14], [15].) In the usual canonical formalism, these variables will have a trivial Poisson
algebra if the loops lies on a space–like initial value surface: the spatial components of
the connection are the ‘position’ variables of the Yang–Mills phase space. To encode the
canonical information, we must introduce some gauge invariant ‘strip’ variables from the
electric field [14].
We find it more natural, and more analogous to the approach in two dimensions
to prescribe initial data on a null surface. Then we can eliminate the non–propagating,
time like, component of the connection explicitly. ( Light–frame formulation of QCD has
attracted much attention recently for independent reasons [16].) Moreover, the spatial
components are canonically conjugate to each other. The Wilson loops on the null surface
have non–trivial Poisson brackets and completely encode the canonical information of the
Yang–Mills phase space. In fact the algebra so obtained is quite elegant; it has a simple
description in terms of the geometry of the loops. It is a Lie algebra in the case where the
underlying gauge group is U(Nc). [5]. In the realistic case of an SU(Nc) gauge theory,
it is a quadratic algebra. We believe it is the first time that such a quadratic algebra
has emerged in a physically relevant theory. (The Wilson loops of QCD will satisfy this
quadratic algebra.) The algebra has a particularly simple form for smooth loops in a four–
dimensional gauge theories; it is not well–defined for dimensions higher than four and is
somewhat more complicated in dimension three.
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In the case of two dimensional QCD, the phase space of the hadron theory was a co–
adjoint orbit of the Poisson algebra of observables. We conjecture that the Phase–space
of a four dimensional Yang–Mills theory is a co–adjoint orbit of our Poisson algebra. The
quantum analogue of this statement is that different Yang–Mills theories correspond to
different representations ( or deformations ) of the same underlying Poisson algebra. We
are able to show this for the simplest case of U(1) gauge group. In this case the Yang–Mills
phase space is given by a quadratic constraint ( Mandelstam constraint) on the Wilson
loop variable. In more complicated cases the Yang–Mills phase space is given by more
complicated Mandelstam constraints; we will see that these are invariant subspaces of the
Poisson algebra. We have not shown that the action of the Poisson algebra is transitive,
but we believe this to be the case.
The conformal invariance of four dimensional Yang–Mills theory allows us to map
the problem to the conformal completion of Minkowski space; then every loop must pass
through the point representing past infinity, which makes it more convenient to state the
Mandelstam constraints.
It is of much interest to understand the representation theory and the automorphisms
of our algebras. Also, the algebra might possess interesting quantum deformations in
the sense of Drinfeld [17]. This should help in developing the classical ideas of this
paper into the quantum regime. Just as two dimensional hadron theory is a field theory
of open strings, the algebra we describe here should be the basis of a four dimensional
closed string field theories. It is not nilpotent unlike the light–cone string field algebra of
conventional string theories which are just canonical commutation relations [18]. Some
of the nonlinearities of the theory are contained in the Poisson algebra, just as in two
dimensional hadrondynamics. We hope that the string field theoretical aspects of the
subject will be investigated further in the future.
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We first give a canonical formulation of Yang–Mills theory in a particular kind of
light–cone co–ordinates. We also describe how using conformal invariance the problem
can be mapped from Minkowski space to its conformal completion. Then we derive the
Poisson algebra of the Wilson loops. We note that in four–dimensional Yang-Mills theory
the algebra can be simplified. Then we discuss the Mandelstam identities satisfied by the
gauge invariant variables. We believe that the Poisson algebras we find are of independent
interest ( for example as a starting point for closed string field theory); therefore we give a
direct proof of the Jacobi identity of the algebra without using its representation in terms
of gauge fields. We show that the Mandelstam identities describe surfaces in the dual of
the Lie algebra that are invariant under the action of the algebra. Many of the calculations
and technical details are in the appendices.
2. Yang-Mills theory in the light-cone coordinates and the symplectic form
In this section we will give a formulation of Yang-Mills theory using light cone coor-
dinates [16]. The advantage of this formalism is that the Yang-Mills action is first order in
its ”time” derivatives and thus the Yang-Mills potential becomes a self-conjugate variable
in the Hamiltonian formalism. This makes it possible to describe the canonical structure
entirely in terms of the gauge invariant loop variables constructed out of the Yang–Mills
potential.
We will first state the conventions that will be used in d space-time dimensions.We
define the light-cone variables as follows;
u = t− r r, θ1, θ2, . . . , θd−2. (1)
where t and r are the time and radial coordinates in Minkowski space and θ’s are the
corresponding angular variables in d dimensions. If one uses these coordinates, the metric
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can be expressed as,
ds2 = du(du+ 2dr)− r2((dθ1)2 + sin2 θ1(dθ2)2 + . . .+ sin2 θ1 sin2 θ2 . . . sin2 θd−3(dθd−2)2).
(2)
In this paper d = 4 will be of special interest and we will state the metric in more conven-
tional coordinates;
ds2 = du(du+ 2dr)− r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2). (3)
It is useful to find some shorthand symbols for the angular scaling factors in the metric
and we define accordingly Φ1,Φ2 . . .Φd−2 as,
Φ1 = 1, Φ2 = sin θ
1, . . .Φd−2 = sin θ
1 sin θ2... sin θd−3. (4)
Also,
√−g = rd−2Φ, where Φ = sind−3 θ1 sind−4 θ2 . . . sin θd−3. Yang-Mills theory is de-
fined through the vector potential Aµ, which is a Lie algebra valued vector. The Yang-Mills
action is given by,
S = −1
4
∫ √−gTrFµνFµνdudrdΩ. (5)
where dΩ = dθ1 . . . dθd−2 and Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ + [Aµ, Aν]. Aµ can be written as AaµTa
where Ta are the generators of the Lie algebra G. We will usually take the structure group
G to be U(N), although the case of SU(N) will be occassionally discussed.
With our choice of variables, ∂
∂u
is in fact a time like vector and ∂
∂r
is null. We
will regard u as the evolution variable so that the initial data is given on the light-cone
u = constant. It will be convenient to choose the gauge Ar = 0. As a result,
Fur = Fru, F
ri =
1
r2
Φ−2i (Fri − Fui), Fui = −
1
r2
Φ−2i Fri, F
ij =
1
r4
Φ−2i Φ
−2
j Fij .
Also,
Fui = ∂uAi −∇iAu, Fri = ∂rAi, Fur = −∂rAu, Fij = ∂iAj −∇jAi. (6)
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where we defined the covariant derivative as ∇i = ∂i + [Ai, ].
S = − 1
4α2
∫
Φrd−2{−2Tr(∂rAu)2 − 4r−2Φ−2i Tr(∂uAi∂rAi)+
4r−2Φ−2i Tr(∂rAi∇iAu) + 2r−2Φ−2i Tr(∂rAi∂rAi)
+ r−4Φ−2i Φ
−2
j TrFijFij}dudrdΩ.
where we assumed summation over repeated indices.
Since Au does not have a ”time” derivative ( i.e., derivative with respect to the
evolution variable u ) in the action we may eliminate it by using its equation of motion
and get a reduced action:
Φ∂r(r
d−2∂rAu)− rd−4∇i(Φ−2i ∂rAi) = 0. (7)
Using the integral operator ∂−1r we get,
Au = Φ
−1∂−1r
1
rd−2
∂−1r (r
d−4∇i(Φ−2i ∂rAi)). (8)
This equation is enough to eliminate Au and obtain the reduced action as,
S =
−1
4α2
∫
{−2r2−dΦ−1Tr(∂−1r rd−4∇i(Φ−2i ∂rAi))2 − 4rd−4ΦΦ−2i Tr∂uAi∂rAi
+ 4rd−4ΦΦ−2i Tr(∇iΦ−1∂−1r r2−d∂−1r rd−4∇j(Φ−2j ∂rAj))(∂rAi)
+ 2rd−4ΦΦ−2i Tr∂rAi∂rAi + r
d−6ΦΦ−2i Φ
−2
j TrFijFij}dudrdΩ.
This action is already first order in its evolution variable. Therefore Ai on the initial
surface u = constant, are co–ordinates on the phase space of the theory. We can read off
the Poisson brackets of these variables from the above action. The anti–symmetric part of
the operator ΦΦ−2i r
d−4∂r (putting α = 1 for simplicity) can be interpreted to be the the
symplectic form. The Poisson brackets are given by its inverse. Let us define the Green’s
function f(r, r′) =< r|2(rd−4∂r + ∂rrd−4)−1|r′ > and impose the antisymmetry condition,
f(r, r′) = −f(r′, r). We can solve its defining differential equation to get,
f(r, r′) =
1
2
(rr′)2−d/2sign(r − r′). (9)
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Here we define sign function to be,
sign(r − r′) =


1, if r > r′
0, if r = r′
−1, if r < r′.
(10)
Now we can write down the Poisson brackets of the variables Ai:
{Aai (θk, r, u), Abj(θ′k, r′, u′)} = δabδijδd−2(θk − θ′k)Φ−1Φ2i f(r, r′). (11)
It is most natural to choose the initial value surface u = constant to be the light-cone
in the infinite past, since, all the dynamical degrees of freedom are radiative. This will
also enable us to express the canonical structure above more elegantly in terms of gauge
invariant variables. However, in the co–ordinate system we have been using, this will be a
singular limit. One solution is to make a conformal mapping of the metric tensor so that
the light–cone in the infinite past is brought to a finite ‘distance’. For d = 4, classical
Yang–Mills theory is conformally invariant, so that we can use this conformal mapping
quite naturally. We will see several other simplifications in the four dimensional case. It
is gratifying that these simplifications occur in the physically interesting case.
3. Yang–Mills Theory on the Conformal Completion of the Minkowski Space
Let us recall briefly the conformal completion of Minkowski space. The idea is to
bring the points at infinity to a finite distance by using a conformally equivalent metric:
gµν 7→ gˆµν = Ω2gµν . (12)
Moreover new co–ordinates are found, which remain finite at these ‘points at infinity’.
We will refer to [19] for the details. If we denote the Minkowski space by M then it
is possible to adjoin to M a certain boundary surface, called I, in such a way that gˆµν
extends smoothly to this boundary. This new space is denoted by M¯ and we have I = ∂M¯
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and M = intM¯. We define
u = t− r and v = t+ r. (13)
We further introduce R and T as
R = tan−1 v − tan−1 u T = tan−1 u+ tan−1 v. (14)
and define U = T −R. Then we can express the new metric in terms of U and R and the
angular coordinates;
dsˆ2 = dU(dU + 2dR)− sin2R((dθ1)2 + sin2 θ1(dθ2)2). (15)
This is conformally equivalent to the old metric with conformal factor
Ω = 2(1 + u2)−1/2(1 + v2)−1/2. (16)
This space M¯ is usually represented by two cones attached at their openings, and the
resulting spherical intersection is identified to one point, called i0. This point represents
the spatial infinity [Refer to figure-1]. The conic boundaries are denoted by I− and I+
respectively.
If we define V = T +R, the region −pi < U < pi and −pi < V < pi corresponds to M.
By extending their domains smoothly U = −pi corresponds to I− and V = pi to I+. We
also have past timelike infinity i− given by U = V = −pi and future timelike infinity i+
given by U = V = pi. The spatial infinity i0 corresponds to just one point U = −V = −pi.
Physically I− denotes the future light cone of past timelike infinity and I+ denotes the
past light cone of future timelike infinity. (In the references they are called past null cone
and future null cone respectively, and this is in agreement with with our terminology if we
take i0 to be the reference point).
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It is possible also to identify all three points i−, i+ and i0 to one point yielding a
compact space–time, with topology S3 × S1. The ( trace of ) parallel transport opera-
tors around around the homotopically non–trivial curves on this space will provide gauge
invariant obeservables for Yang–Mills theory. These are in fact the variables we will use.
We find it more convenient to not perform this identification, so that the observables we
consider will be the ( trace of) parallel transport operators along open curves from i− to
i0.
In 4 dimensions Yang-Mills field equations are conformally invariant. So the phase
space of Yang-Mills theory in Minkowski background can be mapped to the space of solu-
tions on an open domain of S3×R with appropriate initial data. We will write the action
in 4 dimensions using this conformal mapping and give initial conditions on the future
light cone of past timelike infinity I−. In other dimensions one can still specify initial data
on the same surface and write down the Yang-Mills theory on an analogous space, but
there is no direct correspondence between this theory and the Yang-Mills with Minkowski
background. Therefore such a conformal map is most useful in 4 dimensions.
Since the only difference in the metric is the introduction of sinR instead of r, we can
read of the results immediately for the action by replacing r with sinR. We are interested
in the symplectic form, so we will state the result directly;
S = −1
4
∫
{−2 sin2RΦ−1Tr(∂−1R ∇i(Φ−2i ∂RAi))2 + 4ΦΦ−2i Tr∂UAi∂RAi
+ 4ΦΦ−2i Tr∇iΦ−1∂−1R sin−2R∂−1R ∇j(Φ−2j ∂RAj)(∂RAi)
+ 2ΦΦ−2i Tr∂RAi∂RAi + sin
−2RΦΦ−2i Φ
−2
j TrFijFij}dRdUdθ1dθ2.
and this gives,
{Aai (R, θk, U), Abj(R′, θ′k, U)} = δijδabδ2(θk − θ′k)Φ−1Φ2ih(R,R′). (17)
where h(R,R′) = 12sign(R−R′).
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From now on for 4 dimensional Yang-Mills theory we will use this Poisson bracket and
the conformal completion of the Minkowski space. For other dimensions we will continue
to use the Minkowski background.
4. Wilson “Loops” and the Poisson Algebra
We will start from the four dimensional case and give the corresponding formulae
in other dimensions. Once we impose the gauge condition AR = 0 the residual gauge
transformations have to be independent of R. Thus a parallel transport around a curve
on a U = constant surface will be gauge–invariant as long as it is closed in the angular
directions: it does not need to be closed in the radial direction. We will still call them
“loops”, as we cannot think of a better name. A complete set of obserbles is provided by
“loops” that lie entirely on a U = constant surface. This is because the AU component
carries no new information: it can be eliminated in terms of Ai.
As a result we define a “loop” to be piecewise differentiable maps ξ : [0, L]→ M¯ such
that ξU remains constant, ξi = θi for i = 1, 2 and ξi(0) = ξi(L).
Define also the Wilson “loop” variable ,
W (A, ξ) ≡ Treˆ
∫
ξ
Aαdξ
α
. (18)
We are considering Aµ as matrices in the fundamental representation of U(N). Also, eˆ
denotes the path ordered exponential. From our earlier comments it is clear that W (ξ)
form a complete set of gauge invariant observables.
We now wish to express the symplectic structure of the Yang–Mills theory in terms
of these gauge invariant observables. The computation is in principle straightforward. It
turns out to be convenient to replace the curve ξ by a piece-wise linear approximation to
it. The details are given in Appendix-1. We get the following Lie algebra, first obtained
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in Ref. [5]:
{W (ξ1),W (ξ2)} =∫
dθ1dθ2ds1ds2δ
2(ξk1 (s1)− θk)δ2(ξk2 (s2)− θk)h(R(s1), R(s2))ξ′1.ξ′2W (ξ1◦θξ2).
where we defined ξ′1.ξ
′
2 to be
∑
k
dξk1
ds1
dξk2
ds2
Φ2kΦ
−1 and also W (ξ1◦θξ2) denotes a “loop” prod-
uct we will explain below.
These Poisson brackets of the Wilson ‘loops’ form a Lie algebra only for a specific
normalization of the U(1) charge: when it has the same length as the SU(N) generators
under the Killing form. This is the value of the U(1) coupling constant for which the large
N limit is well–defined [20].For the SU(N) gauge theory instead we would obtain the
following result,
{W (ξ1),W (ξ2)} =
∫
dθ1dθ2ds1ds2δ
2(ξk1 − θk)δ2(ξk2 − θk)h(R1, R2)ξ′1.ξ′2W (ξ1◦θξ2)
− 1
N
∫
dθ1dθ2ds1ds2δ
2(ξk1 − θk)δ2(ξk2 − θk)h(R1, R2)ξ′1.ξ′2W (ξ1)W (ξ2).
which is a quadratic Poisson algebra and not a Lie Algebra(we suppressed the explicit
s dependence). Thus from this point of view the U(N) gauge theory with U(1) charge
chosen as above is simpler than an SU(N) gauge theory.
This algebra is invariant under reparametrization of the curves, s→ sˆ = φ(s), φ being
monotonic. If the curve future pointing everywhere, R(s) is a monotonic function, and we
can use R itself as a parameter. That would reduce the above expression to
{W (ξ1),W (ξ2)} =
∫
dθ1dθ2dR1dR2δ
2(ξk1 −θk)δ2(ξk2 −θk)h(R1, R2)ξ′1.ξ′2W (ξ1◦θξ2). (19)
We will able to simplify these relations further.
Now we give the definition of the “loop” product. First we introduce a concept of
intersection of “loops”. Two “loops” are said to intersect if their θi coordinates coincide
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at some point. To make this more precise, consider the given “loops” ξ1 : [0, L1]→ Σ and
ξ2 : [0, L2] → Σ ,where we define U = cst surface to be Σ. They are said to intersect iff
ξk1 (l1) = ξ
k
2 (l2) for some l1 ∈ [0, L1] and l2 ∈ [0, L2]. One can look at it somewhat more
geometrically and say that two “loops” intersect if their projections to a transverse surface
coincide somewhere (figure-2). ( This concept of intersection is the one implied by the delta
functions in the Poisson brackets.) Next, we define a product of two intersecting “loops”.
Suppose that the point of intersection is Q1 on ξ1 and Q2 on ξ2. Denote their corresponding
coordinates as (R1, θ
i) and (R2, θ
i) respectively. Define ξ1◦θξ2 as the product with respect
to the pair Q1Q2 as follows: We start from ξ1(0) move along ξ1 till we reach the intersection
point Q1. At that point jump to the “loop” ξ2 and start from the intersection point Q2,
move along ξ2 till ξ2(L2). We jump down to ξ2(0) and move along ξ2 till we reach Q2. We
move back to ξ1 where we left at Q1 and continue along ξ1 till we reach ξ1(L1). Figure-3
clarifies this product rule. Analytically we can express this in the following formula;
ξ1 : [0, L1]→ Σ ξ2 : [0, L2]→ Σ. (20)
When they intersect, ξi1(l1) = ξ
i
2(l2) = θ
i,
(ξ1◦θξ2)(k) =


ξ1(k) for k ∈ [0, l1]
ξ2(k + (l2 − l1)) for k ∈ [l1, l1 + L2 − l2]
ξ2(k − l1 − L2 + l2) for k ∈ [l1 + L2 − l2, l1 + L2]
ξ1(k − L2) for k ∈ [l1 + L2, L1 + L2]
. (21)
This product is associative, i.e. it does not matter which way we group the terms, if we
keep the intersection pairs the same. This will be usefull later on.
We will give the corresponding formulae in other dimensions with a Minkowski back-
ground; they are obtained exactly the same way, and the definition of the “loops” are also
the same except this time the angular variables are from i = 1 to d−2 where d =dimension
of the space-time. The intersection and the product of Wilson “loops” is also defined anal-
ogously. In the U(N) case we get,
{W (ξ1),W (ξ2)} =
∫
dθ1dθ2..dθd−2ds1ds2δ
d−2(ξk1 (s1)− θk)δd−2(ξk2 (s2)− θk)
f(r1(s1), r
′
2(s2))ξ
′
1.ξ
′
2W (ξ1◦θξ2).
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where f(r, r′) was defined before as an antisymmetric function. One can also give the
formula in the case where we use r as a parameter. In other gauge theories there will be
corresponding quadratic factors. This means that those algebras are not of Lie type.
A special property of four dimensional space–time is the two piece–wise differentiable
curves on a light–cone intersect generaically at a finite number isolated points. In lower
dimensions, the intersection will be along a continuum, while in higher dimensions, generi-
cally there is no intersection at all. For generic curves, the integrals in the Poisson algebra
can be evaluated to give a sum,
{W (ξ1),W (ξ2)} =
∑
P
h(RP1 , R
P
2 )
ξ′1.ξ
′
2
|ξ′1 × ξ′2|
∣∣∣
P
W (ξ1 ◦P ξ2). (22)
The cross product is the usual antisymmetric product of two vectors ξ′1 and ξ
′
2 without any
angular factors. The dot product is as defined before, and P refers to an intersection pair
that we may also write as PP¯ . The quantity
ξ′1.ξ
′
2
|ξ′
1
×ξ′
2
|
∣∣∣
P
is ( upto a sign) the cotangent of the
angle of intersection of the two curves on S2 at P . Also, h(R1, R2) = 1/2sign(R1 −R2).
The form of the algebra shows explicitly that the result is parameter independent and
geometric in nature. In fact it is possible to motivate this based on its very geometric
character; this will be the point of view we will pursue in the second part.
One should note the interesting situation that the SU(N) case will lead to a quadratic
algebra of a fairly simple type. It can also be motivated based on its purely geometric
character. We state the result; it seems that this is the only realistic situation where one
has a quadratic algebra.
{W (ξ1),W (ξ2)} =
∑
P
h(RP1 , R
P
2 )
ξ′1.ξ
′
2
|ξ′1 × ξ′2|
∣∣∣
P
(W (ξ1 ◦P ξ2)− 1
N
W (ξ1)W (ξ2)). (23)
In this paper we will mainly concentrate on the U(N) algebra and plan to return to
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the quadratic case elsewhere.
In three dimensions, the theory is highly interacting, in the sense that the reduction
to a finite sum is not possible. This is due to the fact that in three dimensions we need to
use curves in two dimensions, and their intersection is given by their projection to some
transverse surface, which is one dimensional in this case. But in one dimension any two
“loops” intersect along a continuum. This renders the algebra to an integral over the
intersecting regions. One can work out the algebra in the generic case. The situation in
d > 4 is generically simpler. We see that the intersection can be understood by projecting
to a space of dimension≥ 3. So it is very unlikely for “loops” to intersect at all as the
dimension grows. The Poisson algebra is generically trivial ( abelian). When the two
“loops” do intersect the resulting expression is highly singular due to the presence of the
δ-functions. In this case the result is not well- defined. This suggests that the “right”
dimension, so to speak, is four.
In four dimensions there are also nongeneric situation for which the algebra is not
well-defined; such as two “loops” intersecting along a continuous portion, or their tangent
vectors being paralel at the point of intersection. These we will exclude by their nongeneric
nature. To be more precise, we will restrict ourselves to the class of “loops” for which any
pair of them intersects at a finite number of points. This subset of “loops” as we will
describe in the second part , is going to be an open dense subset of the space of “loops”.
Our algebra is defined on this subset of loops. This is not such an unfamiliar situation. In
quantum mechanics for example most of the time we define operators on an open dense
subset, and try to find self-adjoint extensions to a larger domain(if possible). We would
like to have a similar philosophy in this case. The details of these arguments are going to
be given in the second part, to avoid the repetition we will be somewhat heuristic in this
part.
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It is clear that the Wilson “ loop” variables form an overcomplete set of observables.
Among all functions of ξ, those that represent parallel transport with respect to a connec-
tion A must satisfy some constraints. Mandelstam obtained these constraints in the case
of based loops. To obtain similar identities in our case, it will be convenient to extend our
“loops” so that all of them pass through the points i− and i0 ( see figure-4). They will then
be based loops on compactified Minkowsky space. In fact we can attach a straight–line
in the R direction to the end–point of any “loop” without changing the value of W (A, ξ),
since AR = 0. Such an extended “loop” that goes from past infinity to spatial infinity will
be denoted typically by ξˆ.
Now, we can state the Mandelstam identities that the Wilson “loop” variables must
satisfy [1], [12]. They simply capture the fact that W is the trace of an N × N matrix.
For clarity we first state the U(1) and U(2) gauge theories explicitly; for U(1),
W (ξˆ1 ◦P ξˆ2) =W (ξˆ1)W (ξˆ2). (24)
where P is any point of intersection of a pair of “loops”.
For U(2), the identity involves the simultaneous intersection of three curves. Generi-
cally this will only happen at i− or i0. At these points,
W (ξˆ1 ◦P ξˆ2 ◦P ξˆ3) +W (ξˆ1 ◦P ξˆ3 ◦P ξˆ2)−W (ξˆ1 ◦P ξˆ2)W (ξˆ3)−W (ξˆ1 ◦P ξˆ3)W (ξˆ2)−
W (ξˆ3 ◦P ξˆ2)W (ξˆ1) +W (ξˆ1)W (ξˆ2)W (ξˆ3) = 0.
We used the associativity of the product and remove the paranthesis.
Now, we can state the U(N) case,∑
cycle decom. of SN+1
(−1)piW (ξˆi1 ◦P ξˆi2 ◦P ... ◦P ξˆik1 )W (ξˆik1+1 ◦P ξˆik1+2 ◦P ... ◦P ξˆik1+k2 )...
W (ξˆik1+k2+...kr+1 ◦P ξˆik1+k2+...kr+2 ◦P ... ◦P ξˆik1+k2+...kr+1 ) = 0.
where k1, k2, ....kr+1 denotes an arbitrary cycle. It satisfies k1+k2+ ...+kr+1 = N+1 and
the set ik1+...+ks , ..., ik1+...+ks+1 denotes a set of ks+1 distinct numbers out of 1, 2, ....N+1.
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A permutation is determined through its cycle decomposition, and the above set of numbers
specifies such a cycle. Here pi is used to denote the sign of the permutation. SN+1 denotes
the permutation group of N + 1 numbers. P is also taken to be a common intersection
point of N = 1 “loops”; and generically P can be only i0 or i−. A small deformation of
one of the curves will remove any other simultaneous intersection. These are simplification
of four dimensional Yang–Mills theory.
Dimension three is exceptional, in the sense that there are an infinite number of
common intersection points for an arbitrary set of “loops”. We can say that there are
an infinite number of Mandelstam identities in the case of three dimensions. This means
that there are an infinite number of constraints. Therefore the theory could be highly
interacting and complicated.
In the next section we will try to reverse the earlier point of view. We will postulate
a Lie bracket relation on the space of functions on loops. It will be necessary to verify
directly that these satisfy the Jacobi identity. Now it is possible to define a dynamical
system whose phase space is a co–adjoint orbit of this Lie algebra. We will show that the
Mandelstam identities define surfaces in the co–adjoint orbits which are invariant under
the action of the Lie algebra. Thus we suggest that the Phase spaces of U(N) Yang–
Mills theories are the co–adjoint orbits of our Lie algebra. ( We are not able to show this
except for U(1), since it is not clear if there are constraints in addition to the Mandelstam
constriants.) Eventually it might be possible to derive Yang-Mills theory from a theory of
loop variables, but we do not attempt to do that here.
5. The algebra of “loops” in M¯
In this section we will study the “loop” algebra ab initio: not as derived from Yang-
Mills theory. Let us consider M¯ (it is described in section-3) and let Σ be the U = constant
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surface.
Define “loops” on M¯ as follows. ξ : [0, L] → Σ. In particular we choose Σ to be
I− (since this the surface where we give the initial data). We assume that ξi(0) = ξi(L)
where i = 1, 2 denotes the angular coordinates. We do not require ξR(0) to be equal to
ξR(L), hence the term “loop”. These functions are assumed to be piecewise differentiable
and continuous only in the θk variables.
Next we introduce a concept of intersection for two “loops” given by the functions
ξ1 : [0, L1] → Σ and ξ2 : [0, L2] → Σ. Two “loops” are said to intersect if their angular
coordinates coincide at some pair of points. More precisely, if ξi1(l1) = ξ
i
2(l2) for some
l1 ∈ [0, L1] and l2 ∈ [0, L2] and for i = 1, 2, then they intersect at the corresponding points
Q1(R1, θ
i) and Q2(R2, θ
i) respectively. So an intersection is specified by a pair of points
(see figure-5). We also define a product of two intersecting “loops”. The most natural one
which will mix the geometry of two “loops” is given by the following rule; suppose that
two “loops” intersect at the pair Q1Q2. Define ξ1 ◦Q1Q2 ξ2 as the product with respect
to the above pair. Start from ξ1(0) move along it till we reach Q1. At this point jump
to the second “loop” and start from Q2, move on ξ2 till we reach ξ2(L2). Then jump to
ξ2(0) and move along ξ2 till we come to the intersection Q2. Now the motion along the
second “loop” is comlete, we jump back to the first “loop” where we left it, namely the
point Q1. Continue to move on ξ1 till we reach ξ1(L1). This gives the product loop. Since
the operation is piecewise differentiable the resulting object belongs to the class of “loops”
that we specified. So algebraically the operation is closed. The product can be given by
the analytic expression;
ξ1 : [0, L1]→ Σ ξ2 : [0, L2]→ Σ. (25)
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Assume that ξi1(l1) = ξ
i
2(l2) = θ
i,
(ξ1◦θξ2)(k) =


ξ1(k) for k ∈ [0, l1]
ξ2(k + (l2 − l1)) for k ∈ [l1, l1 + L2 − l2]
ξ2(k − l1 − L2 + l2) for k ∈ [l1 + L2 − l2, l1 + L2]
ξ1(k − L2) for k ∈ [l1 + L2, L1 + L2]
. (26)
Now, we introduce the radial extension of a “loop”. ξ¯ is called an extension of ξ if
ξ¯ : [0, L¯] → Σ and ξ : [0, L] → Σ such that [0, L] 7→ [0, L¯] by translation i.e. x ∈ [0, L] 7→
x+a ∈ [0, L¯] thus [a, L+a] ⊂ [0, L¯]. Furthermore, ξ¯|[a,L+a] = ξ. This is the natural concept
of extension. For our purposes, the extensions along the radial direction are important.
So, ξ¯ is a radial extension if ξ¯|[0,L¯]\[a,L+a] remains a constant in θi directions(see figure-6).
One should notice that our product rule can be used to define the extension.
We denote the space of “loops” considered as directed geometric objects by the set
L and define a function W from this to complex numbers, C. By that, we mean that
the parametrization is essentially immaterial; so in fact we consider two “loops” to be
equivalent if they can be related by a reparametrization of positive Jacobian. The direc-
tion is related to the direction of time, since ∂∂R is a null vector, the change of direction
corresponds to the time reversal. Thus, we require that W does not depend which partic-
ular representation has been chosen; it depends purely on the intrinsic geometry and the
direction.
Moreover, we postulate that W (ξ) = W (ξ¯) for any radial extension ξ¯. If we are
looking at purely radial “loops” we may introduce an arbitrary normalization condition.
This however is going to be fixed by the constraints that we will introduce later on. This
will imply that the radial extension can be assumed to be completed for any “loop” as
far as W is concerned. This leads us to define the maximal radial extension for a given
“loop”. If we think of ξ being radially extended till the ends reach i0 and i− respectively,
the resulting “loop” is called the maximal radial extension of ξ. As we defined before there
will be a representation of this in the equivalence class of directed “loops” L. We denote
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one such representative as ξˆ and it satisfies ξˆ(0) = i− and ξˆ(Lˆ) = i0 or vice versa if [0, Lˆ] is
the interval of parametrization. It is enough to consider the maximally radially extended
set of “loops” , therefore we denote this as Lˆ and assume that W is a continuous function
from Lˆ to C. On the cartesian product we introduce an algebra satisfied by W ’s. It is
postulated as follows;
{W (ξˆ1),W (ξˆ2)} =
∑
P
h(RP1 , R
P¯
2 )
ξˆ′1.ξˆ
′
2
|ξˆ′1 × ξˆ′2|
∣∣∣
P
W (ξˆ1 ◦P ξˆ2). (27)
Here h(R,R′) = 1/2sign(R−R′) and ξˆ′1.ξˆ′2 =
∑
k
dξˆk1
ds1
dξˆk2
ds2
Φ−1Φ2k ,ξˆ
′
1× ξˆ′2 = dξˆ
1
1
ds1
dξˆ22
ds2
− dξˆ21ds1
dξˆ12
ds2
.
This has some geometrical meaning. If we consider the tangent vectors their dot product
gives the cosine of the angle, and the denumerator is the absolute value of the sine. There
are some interesting points about the conformal invariance of the algebra.[we need to
expand this argument]. The notation P, P¯ denotes the intersection pair; they have the
same angular coordinates but different R values. This is the reason for using P for the
angular part and distinguish the radial part. For this algebra to make sense though we
need to restrict ourselves to a subset of Lˆ × Lˆ. This is denoted by F̂L and defined to be
the subset for which any pair of “loops” have a finite number of intersections. This is in
fact the generic situation and the above subset is an open dense subset in an appropriate
topology. The extension of the algebra to the whole set can be defined by some extension
process.
From now on, we consider “loops” belonging to Lˆ and the above algebra postulated
over the subset F̂L. We can state that the form of h(R1, R2) guarantees the antisymmetry
of the algebra. Furthermore, by considering a generic situation it is possible to prove the
Jacobi identity on this subset(appendix-2). Namely,
{W (ξˆ1), {W (ξˆ2),W (ξˆ3)}}+ cyclic perm. of (1, 2, 3) = 0 (28)
The result is that the above algebra is a Poisson Algebra and it is of the Lie type.
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We want to introduce the Yang-Mills theory as a natural theory with the phase space
as the set of maximally radially extended curves. The conjecture here is that it should
be possible to think of this as some sort of an orbit structure. It is very similar to the
coadjoint orbits in Lie Groups. For symplectic action of a Lie group, we may ask what
are the natural symplectic manifolds which admit this group as a symmetry group. The
answer is given by Krillov. The results are the coadjoint orbits of the group with a natural
symplectic form on them. We do not have a group structure for the “loops”, but we have
an algebraic operation on them. On top of it we have a Poisson algebra of the Lie type. We
intrepret the action to be also generated by the Poisson algebra and think of the resulting
element as an element of the orbit. If we can give a characterization of this orbit structure
in another way this will be the natural way to define a Gauge theory. We can indeed
show that there are some identities satisfied by W ’s which are invariant under the Poisson
action. These will be some constraint surfaces.
We introduce the constraint surfaces in the space of W ’s. The most natural set of
constraints that we may introduce involves two “loops” and a simple quadratic relation.
The next step would involve three “loops” and the most symmetric combination. We can
go on like this and introduce N +1 “loops”, which satisfy a constraint of order N +1 and
involves the most symmetric combination. These will be the Mandelstam identities. For
them to make sense, i.e. for “loops” to be intermingle we expect them to intersect. There
are two such generic points, i− and i0. Other then that there will be some isolated set of
configurations in the N +1 fold product of Lˆ. This will lead some reduction in the degrees
of freedom of the theory.
Let us state the Mandelstam identities; the simplest one will be,
W (ξˆ1 ◦P ξˆ2) =W (ξˆ1)W (ξˆ2). (29)
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where P is any point of intersection. Every pair of “loops” intersect at i− and i0.
W (ξˆ1 ◦P ξˆ2 ◦P ξˆ3) +W (ξˆ1 ◦P ξˆ3 ◦P ξˆ2)−W (ξˆ1 ◦P ξˆ2)W (ξˆ3)−W (ξˆ1 ◦P ξˆ3)W (ξˆ2)−
W (ξˆ3 ◦P ξˆ2)W (ξˆ1) +W (ξˆ1)W (ξˆ2)W (ξˆ3) = 0.
where we take P to be generically i0 or i−.
Therefore, the general such identity we can propose is given by,∑
cycle decom. of SN+1
(−1)piW (ξˆi1 ◦P ξˆi2 ◦P ... ◦P ξˆik1 )W (ξˆik1+1 ◦P ξˆik1+2 ◦P ... ◦P ξˆik1+k2 )...
W (ξˆik1+k2+...kr+1 ◦P ξˆik1+k2+...kr+2 ◦P ... ◦P ξˆik1+k2+...kr+1 ) = 0.
where k1, k2, ....kr+1 denotes an arbitrary cycle. It satisfies k1+k2+ ...+kr+1 = N+1 and
the set ik1+...+ks , ..., ik1+...+ks+1 denotes a set of ks+1 distinct numbers out of 1, 2, ....N+1.
A permutation is determined through its cycle decomposition, and the above set of numbers
specifies such a cycle. Here pi is used to denote the sign of the permutation. SN+1 denotes
the permutation group of N + 1 numbers. P is also taken to be a common intersection
point, and generically P is i0 or i−. There may be some other intersection points for a set
of N + 1 “loops”, but obviously it is very unlikely even for three of them to have such a
common point.
We refer to the appendix-3 for the proof that these identities are preserved under
the Poisson action in a generic case Since the identities are preserved, it implies that the
Poisson action creates an orbit and each orbit is contained in one of these surfaces. But
the converse is being true is the conjecture; that is, the identities (with possibly some
restrictions, such as |W | ≤ 1 ) are in fact enough to characterize the orbits. This way
we postulate that the above set of W ’s on the space F̂L with the above Poisson algebra
when restricted to a constraint surface of degree N +1 defines a U(N) gauge theory. Each
such surface is in fact an orbit of some action generated by the Poisson algebra itself(it
is possible to give a more precise formulation). We know that one representation of this
algebra is the four dimensional Yang-Mills theory in M¯ using the light-cone coordinates
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with the gauge choice AR = 0. The general representation theory of such an algebra is
of great interest. Yet, we have no answer to such a question. The quantization of such
a theory is accomplished by finding irreducible representations in an appropriate Hilbert
space. This opens up a new set of questions that we would like to look at. We can formally
demostrate that U(1) gauge theory is determined by this set of identities if we also add
the pure phase condition, W (ξˆ)∗ = W (ξˆ)−1. We can make the ansatz W (ξˆ) = eφ(ξˆ) and
put into the Poisson algebra;
{W (ξˆ1),W (ξˆ2)} = eφ(ξˆ1){φ(ξˆ1), φ(ξˆ2)}eφ(ξˆ2). (30)
But the other side is given by,
{W (ξˆ1),W (ξˆ2)} =
∑
P
h(RP1 , R
P
2 )
ξˆ′1.ξˆ
′
2
|ξˆ′1 × ξˆ′2|
∣∣∣
P
W (ξˆ1 ◦P ξˆ2). (31)
Using the quadratic constraint this can further be simplified to
{W (ξˆ1),W (ξˆ2)} = F (ξˆ1, ξˆ2)eφ(ξˆ1)eφ(ξˆ2). (32)
where F denotes just a geometric factor which depends on the two “loops” and some
intersection pairs. Cancelling out the common factors, we see that the result is,
{φ(ξˆ1), φ(ξˆ2)} = F (ξˆ1, ξˆ2). (33)
We can always bring the above constant matrix formally to diagonal form, using an ana-
logue of Darboux coordinates and in that the above function is expressed as
φ(ξˆ) =
∫
Aidξˆ
i. (34)
for some constant matrix (in the space of “loops” it will be a matrix; ordinarily a function
in M¯ and it is a constant because it is not a functional of ξ) Ai and this is the desired
representation.
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6. Appendix-1
In this appendix we will give the derivation of the “loop” algebra assuming that the
path ordered integral can be expressed via a piecewise linear “loop”. In the limit as the
distances between these and the original “loop” go to zero in an appropriate topology the
result is going to be the integral.
Assume that η is such a generic piecewise linear loop. We denote the steps as ∆s and
assume that d(η, ξ) 7→ 0.
W (ξ) = lim
∆η 7→0
Tr
∏
(I + Aik∆η
ik).
where ∆η refers to the supremum over the interval sizes. We can replace the intervals by
the linear approximation and express this by the parameter s via ∆η = η′∆s. When we are
calculating the Poisson brackets, we will implicitly assume that the above limiting process
is undertaken. For simplicity we keep the same letter for the “loop” integral. Using the
definition we can calculate the Poisson brackets of the two “loops”.
{W (ξ1),W (ξ2)}
= lim
∆s1,∆s2 7→0
{Tr
∏
k
(I + Aikξ
′ik
1 ∆s1,k),Tr
∏
l
(I + Ajlξ
′jl
2 ∆s2,l)}.
We use the derivation property and express this as,
{W (ξ1),W (ξ2)} = lim
∆s1,∆s2 7→0
∑
m,n
∏
k<m
(I + Aikξ
′ik
1 ∆s1,k)
α1
α2
∏
l<n
(I + Ajlξ
′jl
2 ∆s2,l)
α6
α5
{Aα2im,α3 , Aα5jn,α4}ξ′im1 ξ′jn2 ∆s1,m∆s2,n
∏
k>m
(I +Aikξ
′
1∆s1,k)
α3
α1
∏
l>n
(I +Ajlξ
′
2∆s2,l)
α4
α6 .
where α has been used to denote the Lie Algebra contractions. We need to employ the
Poisson bracket of the A’s and also use the completeness relation of the Lie Algebra gen-
erators. This depends on the way one will normalize the U(1) generator and we give the
result for U(N) with the large-N convention and also SU(N);
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(T a)α1β1 (T
a)α2β2 = δ
α1
β2
δα2β1
(T a)α1β1 (T
a)α2β2 = δ
α1
β2
δα2β1 −
1
N
δα1β1 δ
α2
β2
.
We normalized the generators of SU(N) to 1 and I to 1/
√
N .
{W (ξ1),W (ξ2)} =
lim
∆s1,∆s2 7→0
∑
m,n
∏
k<m
(I +Aikξ
′ik
1 ∆s1,k)
α1
α2
∏
l<n
(I + Ajlξ
′jl
2 ∆s2,l)
α6
α5
δα2α4δ
α5
α3
h(Rm1 , R
n
2 )Φ
−1Φ2im
δimjnξ
′im
1 ξ
′jn
2 δ
2(ξim1 − ξjn2 )∆s1,m∆s2,n
∏
k>m
(I + Aikξ
′
1∆s1,k)
α3
α1
∏
l>n
(I + Ajlξ
′
2∆s2,l)
α4
α6 .
If we used the SU(N) expression there would be an extra term which did not mix any
internal indices. This is how one would get the quadratic term. If we introduce the product
ξ′1.ξ
′
2 =
∑
k ξ
′k
1 ξ
′k
2 Φ
−1Φ2k and perform the Lie algebra contractions and rearrange the terms,
introduce an auxillary variable θ for the delta function, we get,
{W (ξ1),W (ξ2)} =
lim
∆s1,∆s2 7→0
∑
m,n
∏
k<m
(I + Aikξ
′ik
1 ∆s1,k)
α1
α2
∏
l<n
(I + Ajlξ
′jl
2 ∆s2,l)
α6
α3
h(Rm1 , R
n
2 )∆s1,m∆s2,n
∫
dθ1dθ2ξ′1.ξ
′
2|θδ2(ξi1(s1,m)− θi)δ2(ξi2(s2,n)− θi)∏
k>m
(I +Aikξ
′
1∆s1,k)
α3
α1
∏
l>n
(I + Ajlξ
′
2∆s2,l)
α2
α6
.
We rearrange and notice that,
lim
∆s1,∆s2 7→0
∏
k<m
(I + Aikξ
′ik
1 ∆s1,k)
α1
α2
∏
l>n
(I + Ajlξ
′
2∆s2,l)
α2
α6
∏
l<n
(I +Ajlξ
′jl
2 ∆s2,l)
α6
α3
∏
k>m
(I + Aikξ
′
1∆s1,k)
α3
α1 .
is equal toW (ξ1◦θ ξ2). The remaining terms are nothing but integrals over the parameters;
{W (ξ1),W (ξ2)} =
1
N
∫
dθ1dθ2ds1ds2δ
2(ξk1 (s1)− θk)δ2(ξk2 (s2)− θk)h(R(s1), R(s2))ξ′1.ξ′2W (ξ1◦θξ2).
The above derivation can easily be extended to higher dimensions.
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7. Appendix-2
Here we give a proof of the Jacobi identity of the Poisson algebra, without using the
representation of W in terms of Yang–Mills fields. We will consider a generic situation
as is shown in the figure-6. Every “loop” has two intersection pairs with any other one.
The generalization to any other situation is clear except it is algebraically complicated.
We give the proof without refering to maximal radial extension, but this does not change
anything.
Let us look at the Poisson brackets of three “loops”;
{W (ξ1), {W (ξ2),W (ξ3)}}+ {W (ξ2), {W (ξ3),W (ξ1)}}+ {W (ξ3), {W (ξ1),W (ξ2)}}.
We expand each of the Poisson brackets assuming the generic configuration as in
figure-6. We use a condensed notation and drop the explicit appearance of the angular
factors in the algebra. Since they only depend on the angular coordinates and they are
symmetric functions we can assume that they are attached to the functions h(R,R′). This
will simplify the writing of the expressions.
{W (ξ1), h(RS12 , RS¯13 )W (ξ2 ◦S1 ξ3) + h(RS22 , RS¯23 )W (ξ2 ◦S2 ξ3)} =
h(RS12 , R
S¯1
3 )[h(R
Q1
1 , R
Q¯1
3 )W (ξ1 ◦Q1 (ξ2 ◦S1 ξ3)) + h(RP¯11 , RP12 )W (ξ1 ◦P1 (ξ2 ◦S1 ξ3))+
h(RP¯21 , R
P2
2 )W (ξ1 ◦P2 (ξ2 ◦S1 ξ3)) + h(RQ¯21 , RQ23 )W (ξ1 ◦Q2 (ξ2 ◦S1 ξ3))]+
h(RS22 , R
S¯2
3 )[h(R
Q1
1 , R
Q¯1
3 )W (ξ1 ◦Q1 (ξ2 ◦S2 ξ3)) + h(RP¯11 , RP12 )W (ξ1 ◦P1 (ξ2 ◦S2 ξ3))+
h(RP¯21 , R
P2
2 )W (ξ1 ◦P2 (ξ2 ◦S2 ξ3)) + h(RQ¯21 , RQ23 )W (ξ1 ◦Q2 (ξ2 ◦S1 ξ3))].
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Similarly for the others,
{W (ξ2), h(RQ¯13 , RQ11 )W (ξ3 ◦Q1 ξ1) + h(RQ23 , RQ¯21 )W (ξ3 ◦Q2 ξ1)} =
h(RQ¯12 , R
Q1
1 )[h(R
S1
2 , R
S¯1
3 )W (ξ2 ◦S1 (ξ3 ◦Q1 ξ1)) + h(RP12 , RP¯11 )W (ξ2 ◦P1 (ξ3 ◦Q1 ξ1))+
h(RP22 , R
P¯2
1 )W (ξ2 ◦P2 (ξ3 ◦Q1 ξ1)) + h(RS22 , RS¯23 )W (ξ2 ◦S2 (ξ3 ◦Q1 ξ1))]+
h(RQ23 , R
Q¯2
1 )[h(R
S1
2 , R
S¯1
3 )W (ξ2 ◦S1 (ξ3 ◦Q2 ξ1)) + h(RP12 , RP¯11 )W (ξ2 ◦P1 (ξ3 ◦Q2 ξ1))+
h(RP22 , R
P¯2
1 )W (ξ2 ◦P2 (ξ3 ◦Q2 ξ1)) + h(RS22 , RS¯23 )W (ξ1 ◦S2 (ξ3 ◦Q2 ξ1))].
{W (ξ3), h(RP¯11 , RP12 )W (ξ1 ◦P1 ξ2) + h(RP¯21 , RP22 )W (ξ1 ◦P2 ξ2)} =
h(RP¯11 , R
P1
2 )[h(R
S¯1
3 , R
S1
1 )W (ξ3 ◦S1 (ξ1 ◦P1 ξ2)) + h(RQ¯13 , RQ11 )W (ξ3 ◦Q1 (ξ1 ◦P1 ξ2))+
h(RQ23 , R
Q¯2
1 )W (ξ3 ◦Q2 (ξ1 ◦P1 ξ2)) + h(RS¯23 , RS22 )W (ξ3 ◦S2 (ξ1 ◦P1 ξ2))]+
h(RP¯21 , R
P2
2 )[h(R
S¯1
3 , R
S1
1 )W (ξ3 ◦S1 (ξ1 ◦P2 ξ2)) + h(RQ¯13 , RQ11 )W (ξ3 ◦Q1 (ξ1 ◦P2 ξ2))+
h(RQ23 , R
Q¯2
1 )W (ξ3 ◦Q2 (ξ1 ◦P2 ξ2)) + h(RS¯23 , RS22 )W (ξ3 ◦S2 (ξ1 ◦P2 ξ2))].
Let us add up these terms and combine the related ones; For W (ξ1 ◦Q1 (ξ2 ◦S1 ξ3))
h(RS12 , R
S¯1
3 )h(R
Q1
1 , R
Q¯1
3 ) + h(R
Q¯1
3 , R
Q1
1 )h(R
S1
2 , R
S¯1
3 ) = 0.
For W (ξ1 ◦P1 (ξ2 ◦S1 ξ3))
h(RS12 , R
S¯1
3 )h(R
P1
1 , R
P¯1
2 ) + h(R
P¯1
1 , R
P1
2 )h(R
S¯1
3 , R
S1
2 ) = 0.
For W (ξ1 ◦P2 (ξ2 ◦S1 ξ3))
h(RS12 , R
S¯1
3 )h(R
P¯2
1 , R
P2
2 ) + h(R
P¯2
1 , R
P2
2 )h(R
S¯1
3 , R
S1
2 ) = 0.
For W (ξ1 ◦Q2 (ξ2 ◦S1 ξ3))
h(RQ¯23 , R
Q2
1 )h(R
S1
2 , R
S¯1
3 ) + h(R
S1
2 , R
S¯1
3 )h(R
Q2
1 , R
Q¯2
3 ) = 0.
For W (ξ1 ◦Q1 (ξ2 ◦S2 ξ3))
h(RS22 , R
S¯2
3 )h(R
Q1
1 , R
Q¯1
3 ) + h(R
Q¯1
3 , R
Q1
1 )h(R
S2
2 , R
S¯2
3 ) = 0.
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For W (ξ1 ◦P1 (ξ2 ◦S2 ξ3))
h(RS22 , R
S¯2
3 )h(R
P¯1
1 , R
P1
2 ) + h(R
P¯1
1 , R
P1
2 )h(R
S¯2
3 , R
S2
2 ) = 0.
For W (ξ1 ◦P2 (ξ2 ◦S2 ξ3))
h(RS22 , R
S¯2
3 )h(R
P¯2
1 , R
P2
2 ) + h(R
P¯2
1 , R
P2
2 )h(R
S¯2
3 , R
S2
2 ) = 0.
For W (ξ1 ◦Q2 (ξ2 ◦S2 ξ3))
h(RS22 , R
S¯2
3 )h(R
Q¯2
1 , R
Q2
3 ) + h(R
Q2
3 , R
Q¯2
1 )h(R
S2
2 , R
S¯2
3 ) = 0.
For W (ξ2 ◦P1 (ξ3 ◦Q1 ξ1))
h(RQ¯13 , R
Q1
1 )h(R
P1
2 , R
P¯1
1 ) + h(R
P¯1
1 , R
P1
2 )h(R
Q¯1
3 , R
Q1
1 ) = 0.
For W (ξ2 ◦P2 (ξ3 ◦Q1 ξ1))
h(RQ¯13 , R
Q1
1 )h(R
P2
2 , R
P¯2
1 ) + h(R
P2
2 , R
P¯2
1 )h(R
Q1
1 , R
Q¯1
3 ) = 0.
For W (ξ2 ◦P1 (ξ3 ◦Q2 ξ1))
h(RQ23 , R
Q¯2
1 )h(R
P1
2 , R
P¯1
1 ) + h(R
P¯1
1 , R
P1
2 )h(R
Q2
3 , R
Q¯2
1 ) = 0.
For W (ξ2 ◦P2 (ξ3 ◦Q2 ξ1))
h(RQ23 , R
Q¯2
1 )h(R
P2
2 , R
P¯2
1 ) + h(R
P¯2
1 , R
P2
2 )h(R
Q2
3 , R
Q¯2
1 ) = 0.
Using antisymmetry of the h(R,R′) function we get all the above terms zero and
essentially even if we do not have the figure, the antisymmetry gives zero. We also used
the fact that paranthesis can be removed from products in the calculation of W ’s keeping
the order and product pair the same. One should also note that W (ξ1◦Q ξ2) =W (ξ2 ◦Q ξ1)
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since interchange can be taken as a reparametrization with a discontinuity; and we allow
these type of finite discontinuities of the parameter.
8. Appendix-3
In this case we will consider U(2) Mandelstam constraint- which is a cubic relation.
We will prove that it is invariant under the action of the Poisson algebra. We will consider
a generic case and take a nongeneric intersection just to show that the argument is essen-
tially independent of the way the intersection is assumed. This is shown in figure-7. The
generalization to other cases is straightforward.
Let us call the triple intersection points Q1Q2Q3 and denote this by Q collectively.
W (ξ1 ◦Q ξ2 ◦Q ξ3) +W (ξ1 ◦Q ξ3 ◦Q ξ2)−W (ξ1 ◦Q ξ2)W (ξ3)−W (ξ1 ◦Q ξ3)W (ξ2)−
W (ξ3 ◦Q ξ2)W (ξ1) +W (ξ1)W (ξ2)W (ξ3) = 0.
Next, we calculate the Poisson bracket of this with ξ4 and show that the right hand side
and the left hand side both give zero. Here is the expansion of each term, we are again
using condensed notation of keeping angular factor as part of the antisymmetric function
h(R,R′);
{W (ξ4),W (ξ1)W (ξ2)W (ξ3)} =
[h(RP14 , R
P¯1
1 )W (ξ4 ◦P1 ξ1) + h(RP¯24 , RP21 )W (ξ4 ◦P2 ξ1)]W (ξ2)W (ξ3)+
[h(RS¯14 , R
S1
2 )W (ξ4 ◦S1 ξ2) + h(RS¯24 , RS22 )W (ξ4 ◦S2 ξ2)]W (ξ1)W (ξ3)+
[h(RT24 , R
T¯2
3 )W (ξ4 ◦T2 ξ3) + h(RT¯14 , RT13 )W (ξ4 ◦T1 ξ3)]W (ξ1)W (ξ2).
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− {W (ξ4),W (ξ1 ◦Q ξ2)W (ξ3) +W (ξ2 ◦Q ξ3)W (ξ1) +W (ξ3 ◦Q ξ1)W (ξ2)} =
− [h(RP14 , RP¯11 )W (ξ4 ◦P1 ξ1 ◦Q ξ2) + h(RS¯14 , RS12 )W (ξ4 ◦S1 ξ1 ◦Q ξ2)+
h(RS¯24 , R
S2
2 )W (ξ4 ◦S2 ξ1 ◦Q ξ2) + h(RP¯24 , RP21 )W (ξ4 ◦P2 ξ1 ◦Q ξ2)]W (ξ3)
− [h(RT24 , RT¯23 )W (ξ4 ◦T2 ξ3) + h(RT¯14 , RT13 )W (ξ4 ◦T1 ξ3)]W (ξ1 ◦Q ξ2)
− [h(RS¯14 , RS12 )W (ξ4 ◦S1 ξ2 ◦Q ξ3) + h(RT24 , RT¯23 )W (ξ4 ◦T2 ξ2 ◦Q ξ3)+
h(RT¯14 , R
T1
3 )W (ξ4 ◦T1 ξ2 ◦Q ξ3) + h(RS¯24 , RS22 )W (ξ4 ◦S2 ξ2 ◦Q ξ3)]W (ξ1)
− [h(RP14 , RP¯11 )W (ξ4 ◦P1 ξ1) + h(RP¯24 , RP21 )W (ξ4 ◦P2 ξ1)]W (ξ2 ◦Q ξ3)
− [h(RP14 , RP¯11 )W (ξ4 ◦P1 ξ3 ◦Q ξ1) + h(RP¯24 , RP21 )W (ξ4 ◦P2 ξ3 ◦Q ξ1)+
h(RT24 , R
T¯2
3 )W (ξ4 ◦T2 ξ3 ◦Q ξ1) + h(RT¯14 , RT13 )W (ξ4 ◦T1 ξ3 ◦Q ξ1)]W (ξ2)
− [h(RS¯14 , RS12 )W (ξ4 ◦S1 ξ2) + h(RS¯24 , RS22 )W (ξ4 ◦S2 ξ2)]W (ξ3 ◦Q ξ1).
{W (ξ4),W (ξ1 ◦Q ξ2 ◦Q ξ3) +W (ξ1 ◦Q ξ3 ◦Q ξ2)} =
[h(RP14 , R
P¯1
1 )W (ξ4 ◦P1 ξ1 ◦Q ξ2 ◦Q ξ3) + h(RS¯14 , RS12 )W (ξ4 ◦S1 ξ1 ◦Q ξ2 ◦Q ξ3)+
h(RP¯24 , R
P2
1 )W (ξ4 ◦P2 ξ1 ◦Q ξ2 ◦Q ξ3) + h(RT24 , RT¯23 )W (ξ4 ◦T2 ξ1 ◦Q ξ2 ◦Q ξ3)+
h(RT¯14 , R
T1
3 )W (ξ4 ◦T1 ξ1 ◦Q ξ2 ◦Q ξ3) + h(RS¯24 , RS22 )W (ξ4 ◦S2 ξ1 ◦Q ξ2 ◦Q ξ3)]+
[h(RP14 , R
P¯1
1 )W (ξ4 ◦P1 ξ1 ◦Q ξ3 ◦Q ξ2) + h(RS¯14 , RS12 )W (ξ4 ◦S1 ξ1 ◦Q ξ3 ◦Q ξ2)+
h(RP¯24 , R
P2
1 )W (ξ4 ◦P2 ξ1 ◦Q ξ3 ◦Q ξ2) + h(RT24 , RT¯23 )W (ξ4 ◦T2 ξ1 ◦Q ξ3 ◦Q ξ2)+
h(RT¯14 , R
T1
3 )W (ξ4 ◦T1 ξ1 ◦Q ξ3 ◦Q ξ2) + h(RS¯24 , RS22 )W (ξ4 ◦S2 ξ1 ◦Q ξ3 ◦Q ξ2)].
We can combine term by term. The main idea is that the addition of ξ4 to each “loop” is
going to create another “loop” with the same common point of intersection and it has to
satisfy the Mandelstam constraint. This gives zero for each such term. We will combine
the terms with the coefficient h(RP14 , R
P¯1
1 );
h(RP14 , R
P¯1
1 )[W (ξ4 ◦P1 ξ1)W (ξ2)W (ξ1)−W (ξ4 ◦P1 ξ1 ◦Q ξ2)W (ξ3)
−W (ξ4 ◦P1 ξ1 ◦Q ξ3)W (ξ2)−W (ξ4 ◦P1 ξ1)W (ξ2 ◦Q ξ3)+
W (ξ4 ◦P1 ξ1 ◦Q ξ2 ◦Q ξ3) +W (ξ4 ◦P1 ξ1 ◦Q ξ3 ◦Q ξ2)].
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and the above term is zero because of the Mandelstam constraint for (ξ4 ◦P1 ξ1), ξ2, ξ3 with
respect to the intersection Q. We also used the fact that the angular factors attached to
them depends only which curve we are on, but not to the specific product.
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